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For the past decade, Yemen has been wracked by multiple armed conflicts. The parties
to these conflicts have flouted the most basic international laws and norms, including
by disregarding the special protections afforded by international humanitarian law
to medical facilities and personnel. A particularly destructive phase for Yemen
began in 2014, when the Houthi armed group (also known as Ansar Allah) took over
Yemen’s capital, Sana’a, by force, and escalated in 2015 with the intervention of the
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition on behalf of the internationally-recognized government
of Yemen against the Houthis. Even prior to that escalation, Yemen was one of the
poorest countries in the world, with the lowest human development indicators in the
Middle East and North Africa.
The years of conflict have turned Yemen into a humanitarian catastrophe. Its
economy is crumbling. Its infrastructure is in tatters. Its health care system has
almost collapsed. This state of affairs is not an arbitrary consequence of war. It is
the direct result of how the conflict has been prosecuted by warring parties: with
utter disregard for international law and humanitarian norms. The parties to the
conflict in Yemen have waged war with a disregard for international norms that has
increasingly obliterated Yemenis’ capacity to survive. Aerial attacks by the SaudiEmirati-led coalition have taken a particularly devastating toll on the country’s
critical infrastructure, including its medical units.
The warring parties in Yemen – including the Saudi-Emirati-led coalition, the Houthi
armed group, and the Yemeni government – have over the course of the conflict
perpetrated serious violations of international human rights law and international
humanitarian law. One of the more distinctive – and devastating –abuses of the
conflict has been attacks on medical infrastructure and health workers. The warring
parties have damaged or destroyed health facilities through airstrikes and shelling,
depriving Yemeni civilians of desperately-needed medical services. Parties to
the conflict have also occupied medical facilities, commandeered the provision of
medical services to exclude large swathes of the population, and assaulted medical
professionals, among other abuses. Together, these actions violate standards firmly
rooted in international humanitarian law and international human rights law to
protect health facilities, health workers, and patients during conflict. They further
interfere with health professionals’ ability to act in accordance with their ethical
obligations.
This research report, produced by Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) and Mwatana
for Human Rights (Mwatana), examines attacks on medical facilities and personnel
by parties to the Yemen conflict that took place between March 2015 and December
2018.
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Based primarily on testimonies of witnesses and survivors, this report documents 120
attacks on health facilities and medical personnel in Yemen over a 45-month period.
According to data collected by Mwatana, nearly 50 percent of all documented attacks
took place in 2015, 16 percent in 2016, 21 percent in 2017, and 13 percent in 2018.
The attacks killed at least 96 civilians and health workers, including 10 children and
six women, and wounded 230 others, including 28 children and 12 women. Taiz was
the governorate most affected by attacks on medical facilities, with 67 documented
incidents. Saada governorate was also significantly affected by attacks on health care
facilities, with 25 documented incidents, 22 of them airstrikes. The impact of each
attack goes far beyond the civilians killed or injured. These attacks have contributed
to the virtual collapse of Yemen’s health system, an outcome that has had devastating
impacts on the country’s civilian population.
The documented incidents fall into four main categories of attacks: aerial attacks
(35), ground attacks (46), occupation of medical facilities (9), assaults against
medical personnel (23), and other violations affecting health care access (7). These
categories overlap in many of the documented incidents, with aerial and ground
attacks often affecting medical personnel, and occupation and militarization leading
in some cases to the direct targeting of health facilities by opposing forces.
The documented incidents are not comprehensive and do not represent the total
number of attacks on the health sector. Nevertheless, they illustrate patterns of
attacks on health, their impact, and specific violations committed in their execution.
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition forces have primarily destroyed and damaged hospitals,
clinics, vaccination centers, and other medical points through aerial attacks.
The coalition’s attacks impacting health facilities assigned exclusively to medical
purposes are evidence of its disregard for these structures’ protected status and
apparent unwillingness or inability to comply with the principles of distinction
and proportionality – including through target verification, timing of attacks,
weapons choice, and prior warning. The Houthi armed group’s and other warring
parties’, including forces loyal to the internationally recognized Government, use
of indirect fire weapons with wide-area impact – including mortars – that affected
health facilities as documented in this report appears indiscriminate in nature. The
Houthis’ and other armed groups’ occupation of health facilities points to a more
deliberate violation of the protected status of medical structures and effectively
denies medical services to populations in need. Other armed forces, including those
supported by individual coalition member states, have commandeered and looted
medical facilities and intimidated, and threatened health workers.
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International humanitarian law provides special protection for medical personnel and
facilities to ensure the functioning of health care throughout a conflict. Yet, attacks
on health care, many appearing to amount to serious violations of international
humanitarian law, have been routine throughout the course of the conflict in Yemen.
The coalition forces’ airstrikes on civilians and civilian infrastructure and the
Houthis’ use of weapons with wide-area impact in densely populated urban settings
have – over and over again – violated the principles of distinction, proportionality,
and precaution set out in treaty and customary international humanitarian law. In
Mwatana’s and PHR’s assessment, many of these violations may amount to war
crimes. Military commanders and civilian leaders may be prosecuted for war crimes
when they knew or should have known about these crimes and took insufficient
measures to prevent them or punish those responsible.
The warring parties in Yemen have repeatedly violated foundational principles of
international humanitarian law in their attacks on health care and have perpetrated
these abuses with total impunity. This report seeks to contribute to documentation
and investigation efforts, so that perpetrators of war crimes and other violations can
be held accountable and survivors given redress.
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The Military Hospital in Salah
district, Taiz governorate,
which was struck by a shell
fired by Houthi-Saleh forces
(March 2017).
Mwatana ©
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To the Parties to the Conflict:
•

Immediately cease unlawful attacks
on medical facilities and personnel
and end occupation of medical
facilities.

•

Respect the protection afforded to
medical units and health services
and permit health workers to fulfill
their ethical responsibilities of
providing impartial care to those in
need.

•

Facilitate safe, rapid, and
unhindered access for humanitarian
supplies and personnel to all affected
governorates in Yemen.

To the Houthi Armed Group:
•

Respect the protected status of
medical facilities and withdraw
armed personnel from in or around
medical centers.

•

Cease using medical centers for
military purposes.

•

Abide by the “no weapons” policies
of hospitals and other health
facilities.

•

Investigate all incidents of
restricting, denying, or confiscating
humanitarian aid, and hold those
responsible accountable.
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To the Yemeni Government and Saudi-Emiratiled Coalition:
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•

Abide by the principles of distinction, proportionality and
precaution in conducting military operations

•

Conduct credible, impartial, and transparent
investigations into alleged violations of the laws of war
and prosecute military personnel, including as a matter
of command responsibility, responsible for war crimes in
Yemen.

•

Provide prompt and adequate redress for civilian victims
and their families for deaths, injuries, and property
damage resulting from wrongful attacks, and adopt a
unified, comprehensive, and easily accessible mechanism
for providing ex gratia (condolence) payments to civilians
who suffer losses due to military operations, regardless of
the attack’s lawfulness.
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Al-Thawra Hospital in Cairo Castle,
Taiz governorate, whose intensive
care unit was hit by a mortar shell,
killing a patient (April 2015).
Mwatana ©
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Al-Muzzafar Hospital in Taiz, which was
attacked by gunmen following clashes
between armed groups (March 2019).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha/AFP/Getty Images
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Abd al-Qader al-Mutawakel Hospital in alWahda district, Amanat al-Asimah, which was
occupied by the Houthis (December 2017).
Mwatana ©
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The Development of the Conflict
For the past decade, Yemen has been wracked by multiple armed conflicts. The
parties to these conflicts have flouted the most basic international laws and
norms, including by disregarding the special protections afforded by international
humanitarian law to medical facilities and personnel throughout a conflict.1 The
latest and most destructive phase of the conflict began in September 2014, when
the Houthi armed group,2 along with forces loyal to former president Ali Abdullah
Saleh,3 forcibly seized the capital, Sana’a, from the control of forces loyal to President
Abd Rabbu Mansour Hadi.4 From that point, the conflict between the Houthis and
forces loyal to President Hadi steadily intensified.5

By the end of 2016, more than half of Yemen’s health
facilities had closed, and those that remain operational lack
specialists, essential equipment, and medicines. Considering
that 19.7 million people in Yemen lack adequate health
care, the costs of the death of a health worker or the loss of
another hospital are immense.
In March 2015, President Hadi called first on the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
and the Arab League and then on the United Nations Security Council to intervene on
his government’s behalf against the Houthi armed group.6,7 Saudi Arabia and other
members of the GCC responded by forming a military coalition8 and intervening in
Yemen in support of President Hadi. The United States, the United Kingdom, and
members of the European Union backed the Saudi-Emirati-led coalition, providing
its members with weaponry and operational support. The United Nations Security
Council responded to that intensification of the Yemen conflict with the adoption
of resolution 2216 on April 14, 2015. Resolution 2216 demanded an end to violence
in Yemen and imposed sanctions – including an asset freeze, arms embargo, and
a travel ban – on leaders of the Houthi and Saleh armed groups.9 Several rounds
of peace talks have, as of this writing, failed to produce a sustainable ceasefire
agreement.10 The last negotiated ceasefire agreement, centered on the port city of alHudaydah, was reached in Sweden on December 13, 2018. It includes the ceasefire
in al-Hudaydah, as well as a prisoner exchange agreement and a “statement of
understanding” on the status of the city of Taiz, one of the main points of convergence
of the conflict.11 Implementation of these agreements has stalled, however, and the
conflict, with its ongoing unlawful targeting of health care infrastructure and health
workers, continues.12
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The Human Toll of the Conflict
Even prior to the most recent escalation of the conflict, Yemen was one of the poorest
countries in the world, with the lowest human development indicators in the Middle
East and North Africa.13 The years of intense fighting have led to tens of thousands of
casualties14 and produced a humanitarian catastrophe.15 Conflict and instability have
pushed Yemen to the brink of socioeconomic ruin.16 These economic conditions,
combined with the warring parties’ relentless destruction of infrastructure and
denial of humanitarian access, have led to the virtual collapse of basic social services,
including Yemen’s fragile health care system.17 Attacks on health care infrastructure
have damaged or destroyed a large number of medical facilities at a time when the
need for health care is more pressing than ever.18 Motivated by alarming patterns
of systematic destruction of health facilities in Yemen and other countries, the
UN Security Council in 2016 adopted Resolution 2286 condemning attacks on the
medical sector and demanding an end to impunity for those responsible. Many health
care facilities have shut down due to a lack of funding, medicine, and staff.19 By the
end of 2016, more than half of Yemen’s health facilities had closed,20 and those that
remained operational lacked specialists, essential equipment, and medicines.21 There
is a significant shortage of medical professionals, with only 10 health workers per
10,000 people. This ratio is far below what WHO considers a minimum of 22 health
workers per 10,000 people necessary to provide the most basic health coverage.22
Considering that 19.7 million people in Yemen lack adequate health care, the costs of
the death of a health worker or the loss of another hospital are immense.23 Outbreaks
of communicable diseases, including diphtheria and cholera, are affecting a large
number of Yemenis, amplified by a conflict-linked drop in vaccination and the
breakdown in the country’s water and sanitation systems.24 As of August 2018, there
had been approximately 2,036,960 suspected cases of cholera, including 3,716 fatal
cases of the disease.25
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The Military Hospital in Salah
district, Taiz governorate, which
was struck by a shell fired by
Houthi-Saleh forces (March 2017).
Mwatana ©
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The intensive Care Department of alThawra Hospital Authority in Taiz city
after it was shelled in clashes (May 2016).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha
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A patient’s room of al-Jumhouri Teaching
Hospital which was damaged during
fighting which took place in the east of Taiz
city (August 2017).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha
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Mwatana for Human Rights (Mwatana) and Physicians for Human Rights (PHR) coauthored this report. The findings are based on data collected by Mwatana between
2015 and 2018 and analyzed by both Mwatana and PHR. The data examined in this
report was gathered as part of a wider effort by Mwatana to document human rights
abuses and violations of international humanitarian law within the context of the
conflict in Yemen. Twenty-four Mwatana researchers in 20 Yemeni governorates
collected data through semi-structured interviews with more than 194 witnesses and
survivors and direct observation of scenes of attacks. Mwatana researchers obtained
verbal informed consent from every survivor and witness whose testimony was
included. The information was de-identified by PHR researchers to maintain full
confidentiality.
Through their extensive local networks, Mwatana’s researchers investigated reports
of specific violations – including attacks on medical facilities – by parties to the
conflict. Researchers visited the locations of attacks when conditions permitted
and gathered multiple testimonies and photographic evidence where possible to
document and verify the details of each incident. Researchers aimed to corroborate
each incident with a minimum of three independent witness statements. They relied
upon fewer testimonies when security conditions prevented them from collecting
more information. The research team cross-checked testimonies internally and
verified them against other sources of information, including news, human rights,
and investigative reports for validation. It should be noted that security conditions
often prevented field researchers from visiting attack sites immediately following the
occurrence of attacks.
This report groups documented incidents under thematic headings to highlight the
primary patterns of attacks on health that have been a defining feature of the conflict
in Yemen. The report describes a limited number of attacks on health in Yemen and
does not represent a comprehensive documentation of such violence. While Mwatana
has documented 120 attacks on health from 2015 to 2018 (a complete list is provided
in the annex), this report highlights only a portion of those incidents, selected to
reflect examples of types of attacks by different perpetrators of the attacks. PHR
and Mwatana scrutinized all available documentation, including witness statements,
photos, and research notes to provide an in-depth analysis of individual incidents
as well as to document the patterns and impact of attacks on health in the Yemen
conflict. The report aims to provide a snapshot of unlawful attacks on health facilities
and personnel by parties involved in the Yemen conflict.
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A damaged car in front of al- Thawra
hospital in al-Hudaydah after a deadly
attack on the port city (August 2018).
Photo: Abdo Hyder/AFP/Getty Images
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Al-Waht Hospital in Tuban district,
Lahj governorate (July 2015).
Mwatana ©
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Mwatana has documented 120 attacks on the health sector in Yemen between 2015
and 2018 affecting health facilities, medical professionals, and patients’ access
to health care. According to data collected by Mwatana, nearly 50 percent of all
documented attacks took place in 2015, 16 percent in 2016, 21 percent in 2017, and 13
percent in 2018. The attacks killed at least 96 civilians and health workers, including
10 children and six women, and wounded 230 others, including 28 children and
12 women. Taiz was the governorate most affected by attacks on medical facilities,
with 67 documented incidents.26 Saada governorate was also significantly affected by
attacks on health care facilities, with 25 documented incidents, 22 of them airstrikes.
The documented incidents fall into four main categories of attacks: aerial attacks
(35), ground attacks (46), occupation of medical facilities (9), assaults against
medical personnel (23), and other violations affecting health care access (7). These
categories overlap in many of the documented incidents, with aerial and ground
attacks often affecting medical personnel, and occupation and militarization leading
in some cases to the direct targeting of health facilities by opposing forces. The
highlighted cases indicate that the parties to the conflict in Yemen have repeatedly
violated foundational principles of international humanitarian law in their attacks
on health care.
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Airstrikes on Health Facilities

A hospital operated by Doctors Without Borders
(MSF) in Abs after Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft
bombed the courtyard, killing 19 people, including five
children (August 2016).
Photo: Essa Ahmed/AFP/Getty Images
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Airstrikes have been a defining feature of the Yemen conflict, devastating the country’s
infrastructure and causing significant civilian casualties.27 The Saudi-Emirati-led
coalition – the party which maintains near-exclusive control over airpower in the
conflict – has conducted an estimated 19,512 air raids28 since its intervention in
Yemen began in 2015.29 The coalition has repeatedly carried out attacks that have
impacted civilians and civilian objects protected under international humanitarian
law. As of June 2019, coalition airstrikes remain the leading cause of conflict-related
civilian deaths, with 67 percent of civilian fatalities resulting from direct strikes,
despite the significant decrease in the number of airstrikes impacting civilians in
Yemen since November 2018.30
Mwatana has documented 35 coalition aerial attacks on 32 individual health facilities
between 2015 and 2018. The 35 airstrikes killed at least 31 people and medical workers
and wounded 56 civilians and health workers in 10 governorates: Amanat al-Asimah,
Amran, Hajjah, al-Hudaydah, al-Jawf, Lahj, Marib, Saada, Sana’a, and Taiz. Most
airstrikes caused significant damage to the facilities in question, destroying vital
medical units and causing widespread disruptions in access and service provision.
In six of the documented cases, Houthi forces had been occupying the facility on
or near the date of attack, thereby compromising its protected status. The majority
of coalition attacks took place in 2015, September being a particularly violent
month, with six recorded incidents. Saada governorate, the heartland of the Houthi
movement, was the most affected by coalition airstrikes, with 27 documented attacks
on health facilities.
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) have played leading roles in
the aerial campaign. The coalition they lead has relied on aircraft, munitions, and
maintenance provided by the United Kingdom,31 the United States,32 and members of
the European Union.33 In addition, the United Kingdom34 and the United States have
provided intelligence and operational support to the coalition, including through
the deployment of military advisors at coalition command level.35 From April 2015
to November 2018, the United States provided mid-air refueling to coalition air
forces.36 Rising public outrage over the bloodshed – especially in the aftermath of
the extrajudicial killing by Saudi officials of journalist Jamal Khashoggi37 in Istanbul
– has led several governments to decrease their cooperation with and support of
the coalition. The Danish, Dutch,38 Finnish39 and German governments, have all
restricted or suspended arm sales to Saudi Arabia, and Norway has suspended
exports of munitions to the UAE.40 Calls for restrictions of arms continued to grow
into 2018. Despite growing internal opposition and legislative and judicial efforts to
halt arms sales to members of the coalition, France,41 Spain42, the United Kingdom,
and the United States continue to support the coalition with weapons and other
military materiel.
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In addition to carrying out indiscriminate and disproportionate airstrikes, the SaudiEmirati-led coalition has been criticized for lack of transparency in its operations.43
It remains unclear what precautions the coalition has adopted to minimize harm
to Yemen’s health facilities and personnel.44 These precautions would include
clarifying the methods the coalition uses to carry out proportionality assessments
or to distinguish between civilians and combatants, as well as the steps, if any, the
coalition has taken to discipline or hold accountable members of its armed forces
credibly implicated in international humanitarian law violations or to provide
redress to civilian victims of unlawful attacks.45 A report published in August 2018
by the UN Group of Eminent Experts on Yemen highlighted the coalition’s failure

Doctors Without Borders’ (MSF) logo on the
roof of a building operated by the organization
in Abs, which was targeted by Saudi-Emirati
coalition aircraft (August 2016).
Photo: Abduljabbar Zeyad
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to abide by the laws of war and pointed to repeated violations of the principles
of distinction and proportionality.46 The report also criticized the use of doubletap attacks47 and disregard for no-strike lists.48,49 The Group’s findings bring into
question the coalition’s willingness or ability to abide by international law – or even
to stick to its own procedures – and demonstrate the coalition’s disregard for the
protection of civilians and civilian structures.50 Evidence of the coalition’s continued
failure to comply with international law has led the Group of Eminent Experts – the
body mandated by the UN with investigating violations and abuses in Yemen – to
conclude that specific coalition air strikes may have amounted to war crimes.51
The case below, of an attack by coalition forces on a hospital in Hajjah Governorate,
highlights one example of coalition aerial attacks on medical facilities in Yemen.

August 15, 2016 – Airstrike on Abs
Governmental Hospital, Abs District,
Hajjah Governorate
At approximately 3:40 p.m. on Monday, August 15, 2016,
coalition aircraft bombed the Medecins Sans Frontières
(MSF)-supported Abs Governmental Hospital in Hajjah
governorate. According to witnesses and survivors
interviewed by Mwatana’s researchers in the aftermath
of the attack, the strike hit the hospital’s main courtyard,
severely damaging the emergency room, the maternity
ward, and the pharmacy, among other sections. The facility
was clearly identified by six MSF logos visible from the
air,52 and MSF had repeatedly shared its coordinates with
coalition forces.

When we entered the hospital courtyard, we
saw a large crater, about three meters wide.
All around it were car parts, bits of metal, and
pieces of flesh.... It was a slaughter.
A schoolteacher who witnessed the attack on Abs
Governmental Hospital
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The attack occurred without prior
warning and killed 19 people, including
five children, and injured 24 others.53
There are no indications that the facility’s
protected status was compromised in
any way (such as by having sheltered
able-bodied combatants or being used
for other military purposes) prior to the
attack, which could have caused it to lose
its protected status under the Geneva
Conventions.54 In its assessment of the
incident, the Joint Incident Assessment
Team (JIAT)55 – a body created by the
coalition to investigate claims of civilian
casualties – classified the attack as an
“unintended error.” The attack forced
the facility’s closure for three months.
In PHR and Mwatana’s assessment, the
attack against the Abs Governmental
Hospital was a serious violation of the
laws of armed conflict and appears to
constitute a war crime.

A patient at Abs Governmental
Hospital in Abs district, Hajjah
governorate after it was attacked
by coalition aircraft (August 2016).
Mwatana ©

Witnesses stated that 10 to 15 minutes prior to the attack, a vehicle drove into the
courtyard of the hospital, transporting at least one civilian who had been injured in
a coalition airstrike on a Houthi checkpoint in the town of Beni Hassan, about 16
km northwest of Abs.56 “He came in with shrapnel wounds to his face and body. He
was an ice cream salesman, not a Houthi,” one of the hospital guards said. In its
investigation report on the attack,57 MSF stated that the car was visually inspected
by an employee at the hospital gate – as is standard practice in that facility – who
reported that the passengers wore civilian clothes and that he observed no weapons
in the vehicle. The air strike landed directly on the vehicle shortly after the injured
man was put on a gurney and taken into the emergency room. A local school teacher
who was close to the hospital when it was struck described the scene:
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A hospital operated by Doctors Without Borders
(MSF) in Abs district, Hajjah governorate after it
was hit by a coalition airstrike (August 2016).
Photo: Abduljabbar Zeyad

A Saudi general informed MSF about an hour-and-a-half after the air strike that
the objective of the attack was a “moving vehicle that had entered the hospital
compound.”58 In its investigation of the attack, JIAT concluded that,59 following
an airstrike on a “gathering of Houthi leaders in the north of Abs,” coalition forces
tracked a vehicle that left the location heading south. According to JIAT, the vehicle
was directly targeted when it stopped by a building that “displayed no signs of
being a medical facility,”60 but turned out to be the Abs Governmental Hospital.
The JIAT spokesperson went on to specify that the damage to the Abs Hospital was
the unintended consequence of an attack on a “legitimate military target” – i.e. the
vehicle – that happened to be in the vicinity of the medical facility.61
The MSF report on the incident directly contradicted JIAT’s findings. MSF specified
that the facility was being used exclusively for the provision of medical services
and that there were measures in place that ensured “the transparent and neutral
functioning of the Abs hospital as a medical facility protected under international
humanitarian law.”62 Every witness statement collected by Mwatana described a
regularly functioning medical facility packed with patients and visitors.
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Al-Thawra Hospital in Taiz was the victim of at least 45
documented attacks, including ground-launched attacks, armed
incursions, and looting. In August 2015, the facility was targeted
eight times and was hit with 22 shells in two days.
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Shelling of Health Facilities

A hospital operated by Doctors
Without Borders, which was hit by a
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition airstrike
that killed 19 people (August 2016).
Photo: Essa Ahmed/AFP/Getty Images
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The use of land-based explosive weapons with wide-area impact by parties to the
Yemen conflict has also caused widespread death and devastation. Mwatana has
documented 46 cases of ground attacks between 2015 and 2018, which killed at least
45 civilians and wounded 14 civilians and health workers in five governorates: Aden,
Amanat al-Asimah, al-Hudaydah, Marib, and Taiz. Around two thirds were directed
at al-Thawra hospital in Taiz.
The inherent inaccuracy and often indiscriminate nature of weapons like mortars,
unguided rockets, and artillery and their large destructive radius makes harm to
civilians and vital civilian infrastructure extremely likely when these weapons are
deployed in populated areas,63,64 as has been typical in Yemen. In fact, a 2015 study
on the use of explosive weapons in Yemen by the non-profit organization Action
Against Armed Violence65 and the United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs found that three-quarters of ground-launched incidents
targeted populated areas.66 Houthi and pro-Houthi forces have been particularly –
though not exclusively – implicated in indiscriminate ground-launched attacks on
civilian areas,67 many of which have directly or indirectly affected medical facilities.
Al-Thawra Hospital in Taiz was the victim of at least 45 documented attacks,
including ground-launched attacks, armed incursions, and looting. In August
2015, the facility was attacked eight times and was hit with 22 shells in two days,
damaging the hospital’s buildings and equipment and putting the facility out of
service. Of the 45 attacks, 26 involved mortar shells and five involved missiles that
hit the hospital. The apparent indiscriminate use of mortar shells caused severe
and repeated damage to the burn center, surgical unit, emergency room, morgue,
internal medicine department, gynecology department, resuscitation department,
and nephrology department, as well as the doctors’ residence. The case of Taiz’s alThawra Hospital, as well as the other case below, highlights the severity of damage
that ground-launched weapons can inflict on health facilities.
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August 2, 2018 – Mortar Attack on al-Thawra Hospital,
al-Hudaydah
At approximately 4:45 p.m. on August 2, 2018, al-Thawra Hospital,68 about 1.5
kilometers south of al-Hudaydah’s harbor, was hit by three mortars. The attack killed
four women and one child, wounded six adults and one child, and put thousands of
civilians at risk of losing essential medical services. Mwatana and PHR found no
evidence indicating the status of al-Thawra Hospital had been compromised in any
way that could have led to the medical facility losing its protection from attack. In
its assessment of the incident, the Panel of Experts on Yemen also stated not having
“received any evidence, nor seen any allegations, that the al-Thawra Hospital was
being used to commit acts harmful to the enemy on 2 August 2018.”69 The Panel
of Experts has concluded that “[the attack] amounts to an indiscriminate attack
and constitutes a serious violation of international humanitarian law.”70 Mwatana
and PHR have concluded that the party responsible for the attack should have been
aware that the area was teeming with civilians, and that it was home to an extremely
important medical facility. While the existing evidence does not lend itself to a
conclusive verdict on the perpetrator of the attack, the details of the incident indicate
the attack constituted a serious violation of international humanitarian law, and an
apparent war crime.
The attack on al-Thawra hospital occurred while first responders were bringing
dozens of civilians into the hospital who were wounded in a mortar attack on the
fish market at the al-Hudaydah harbor.71 As casualties from the harbor attack were
streaming into al-Thawra Hospital about half a kilometer away, three mortars fell
around the facility. A fish trader injured by a mortar explosion at the harbor, who
had been taken immediately to al-Thawra Hospital by his brothers, described the
scene:

I got to the emergency room, where doctors put me on an IV.
Barely 10 minutes had passed when we heard a very close
explosion. We were told by people in the emergency room that
the hospital’s gate was just hit. I ripped the IV out of my arm
and started running. I was in one of the hospital’s halls when I
heard a second explosion, and then a third. I left the hospital
from the northern gate, got on a motorbike and rode home.
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The first mortar landed on busy al-Thawra street right in front the hospital’s eastern
gate, killing and injuring a number of bystanders. A local shop owner told Mwatana
“One of the mortars landed as a pregnant woman was getting off a bus. There were
about four girls around her. They were all hit, along with others, including some of
the casualties of the attack on the fish market. I watched all of this unfold and I was
completely frozen. I couldn’t move.” A second mortar landed less than a minute later
on the hospital’s Archive Department, in the hospital compound, puncturing its roof,
followed by a third that landed about 200 meters north of the hospital’s entrance in
front of Ibn al-Nafis Pharmacy.

While the targeted areas are at least 500 meters apart, the attacks on the harbor and
the attacks on the area surrounding al-Thawra Hospital occurred within the same
area of al-Hudaydah city, around the same time of day, and were carried out using
the same type of munitions. It is difficult to know whether the hospital was the target
of the attack due to the extensive damage to the surrounding area. Based on analyses
of open sources, both the international investigative group Bellingcat72,73 and the UN
Panel of Experts on Yemen74 separately determined that the attacks were most likely
perpetrated using 120mm mortars that have characteristics consistent with ordnance
produced by German manufacturer Rheinmetall or its South African subsidiary
Rheinmetall Denel Munitions, noting that these munitions have been supplied to
Saudi and Emirati forces. Bellingcat concluded that the mortars were most likely
launched from an area south of al-Thawra Hospital based on an examination of the
shape of one of the craters caused by the explosions.

At the time of the attack, the Houthis were in control of most of al-Hudaydah, and the
area had been witnessing a significant escalation in violence since the coalition and
affiliated forces launched their offensive on the port city in June. Although within
Houthi-controlled territory, the fishing harbor and the hospital were not far from
an active front line, with coalition forces stationed about three kilometers south,
near al-Hudaydah Airport. While both the type of munition used and the direction
of the attack point to coalition forces as the perpetrators, neither Bellingcat nor the
Panel of Experts was able to positively attribute responsibility, primarily due to the
possibility that Houthi forces could have acquired the ordnance in question through
illegal means or battlefield recovery.

The Post-op department of al-Thawra
Hospital Authority in Taiz governorate,
after being put out of service as a result
42 of shelling (June 2017).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha
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Occupation of Health Facilities

Abd al-Qader al-Mutawakel Hospital in alWahda district, Amanat al-Asimah, which was
occupied by the Houthis (December 2017).
Mwatana ©
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In addition to air and land attacks by a variety of explosive munitions, parties to
the conflict in Yemen have frequently occupied medical facilities. They have used
occupation and militarization of hospitals to exert control over medical services in
areas under their authority. Health services have been weaponized to deny care to
populations in need or to impose conditions on service providers. Armed groups have
commandeered medical facilities as a means to prioritize care to their members or
supporters, a direct violation of the laws protecting medical facilities and personnel
and an interference with health workers’ professional ethic of nondiscriminatory
health care provision. Armed groups have also used their control of medical facilities
as a revenue generator by imposing access fees on civilians who need medical
services.
In the documented cases, the occupation of medical facilities by armed groups
was often accompanied by assaults on medical workers, the eviction of health
workers and patients, the looting of equipment and medicine, and the positioning
of armed groups in and around a given facility. In some cases, the occupation of
medical facilities also included a temporary or permanent takeover of facilities and
the replacement of civilian administrations with members of an armed group. In
addition to occupying health facilities, armed groups often invaded medical facilities
for short-term purposes.

Mwatana has documented cases of armed groups entering hospitals
and forcing medical professionals to prioritize the treatment of injured
combatants, searching for and executing patients suspected of
belonging to rival armed groups, and temporarily deploying armed
elements within these facilities for military purposes.
Mwatana has documented cases of armed groups entering hospitals and forcing
medical professionals to prioritize the treatment of injured combatants, searching
for and executing patients suspected of belonging to rival armed groups, and
temporarily deploying armed elements within these facilities for military purposes.
In addition to restricting access to already scarce services and disrupting the normal
functioning of medical facilities, occupation by armed groups also compromises
the protected status of those facilities and the health workers within, thereby
increasing the likelihood of attack by other parties to the conflict. In at least five
cases documented by Mwatana, the occupation of medical facilities by Houthi forces
was followed by coalition airstrikes on those facilities.
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2011-2018 – The Occupation and Destruction of alGhail Medical Center, al-Ghail, al-Jawf
On July 10, 2011, Houthi forces commandeered the al-Ghail Medical Center and
converted it into a military health facility dedicated to the treatment of their members
and supporters as they expanded their territorial control from Saada into al-Jawf
governorate. The Houthis dismissed the four medical professionals who worked at
the hospital prior to the Houthi occupation and brought in their own medical staff.
The Houthi occupation of the al-Ghail Medical Center deprived the local civilian
population of access to medical care, which forced them to take long, expensive,
and often risky journeys for basic health services. Many residents had to drive to
al-Hazem City, about 40 minutes away, while others had to travel about five hours
to Sana’a for specialized treatment. A local resident told Mwatana researchers how
ordinary illnesses and injuries became costly and potentially debilitating in the
absence of immediate access to medical care. “We’re really suffering because of the
Houthi occupation of the medical center here in al-Ghail,” he said. “If one of our
children or women becomes ill, even if it’s a fever or some other minor indisposition,
we have to go to private clinics out of town. Many people around here don’t have the
means to pay for the services, much less the travel. God only knows how they live.”
Another resident echoed the same sentiments, telling Mwatana how, when his own
daughter came down with a case of food poisoning, he had to pay the equivalent of
$40 – a sum he could barely afford, and an insurmountable fee for many in Yemen
– to transport her to a hospital in al-Hazem City.
The Houthis continued to occupy the medical center for the next five years, denying
its services to the local population. Following the Saudi-Emirati-led intervention in
Yemen in March 2015, the area witnessed a significant escalation in violence. On
February 24, 2016, coalition forces attacked the Houthi-occupied medical facility in
al-Ghail with three missiles, almost entirely destroying it. After the aerial attack, one
local resident lamented the state of affairs in al-Ghail: “Our directorate is completely
cut off from the state. We have no access to basic services: no electricity, no water, no
education, and no health services except for that one center which is now destroyed.”
Eight months after the airstrike, as lines of control shifted, forces associated with the
Yemeni Popular Resistance75 took over the ruined, inactive facility, looted what they
could salvage of the medical equipment and furniture, and converted the building
into a military base. A local official recalled trying to re-establish the medical center
after the Houthi pull-out: “We tried to get some of the leaders at the governorate
level and in the military to dissociate the medical center from all things related to
combat, recover some of the looted equipment and rehabilitate the building. We’re
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still waiting on promises they made to us.”
The occupation, bombing, and looting of al-Ghail Medical Center is a tangle of
violations that exemplifies the complexities of the conflict in Yemen. The Houthi
take-over of the facility and the subsequent arbitrary denial of medical access to most
civilians in the area is a violation of international humanitarian law.76 The Houthis,
when they controlled the area, denied care to the sick and wounded and failed to
respect the right to access health care on a nondiscriminatory basis and to abstain
from arbitrarily limiting or denying such access to the wounded and sick.

A patient room of a hospital operated by Doctors
Without Borders (MSF), which was hit by an
airstrike by Saudi and UAE-led coalition in Abs
district, Hajjah governorate (August 2016).
Photo: Abduljabbar Zeyad
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Assaults on Health Workers

A Yemeni child suspected of being
infected with cholera is treated at a
hospital in Sanaa (October 2015).Photo:
Mohammed Huwais/AFP/Getty Images
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Both internationally recognized government authorities and de facto authorities
have a responsibility under international humanitarian law to minimize harm to
civilians and civilian infrastructure, including medical infrastructure, and to allow
the unhindered and impartial provision of medical care. The breakdown in the rule
of law in Yemen has created a security vacuum in which the protected status of
medical facilities and personnel has lost meaning. Health workers in Yemen have
been seriously affected by the widespread disregard for international humanitarian
law and international human rights law by all parties to the conflict. Parties to the
conflict, including coalition forces, forces affiliated with the Yemeni government, and
Houthi forces, have threatened, denied payment, intimidated, injured, abducted,
detained, and killed health workers. Health workers in Yemen have also been
repeatedly exposed to the shelling, bombing, looting, and takeover of the facilities
in which they work.
Mwatana has documented a variety of attacks on medical personnel in at least nine
different hospitals in Abyan, Aden, Lahj, Sana’a, and Taiz. These attacks range
from intimidation and threats to physical assault. Groups including the Emiratisupported Security Belt Forces, the Houthis, al-Qaeda-affiliated armed groups, and
pro-government forces have all been identified as responsible for such attacks.

A patient room at a hospital operated by Doctors
Without Borders (MSF) which was struck by an
airstrike by Saudi and UAE-led coalition in Abs
district, Hajjah governorate (August 2016).
Photo: Abduljabbar Zeyad
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Mwatana has documented 17 cases of death and injury of medical personnel working
in hospitals that were attacked. In addition to the risks associated with attacks on
medical facilities, health workers have also faced more specific assaults that have
prevented them from providing their services to people in need. For example, on
April 11, 2015, five Houthi fighters forced their way into al-Waht Hospital in Lahj
Governorate. They harassed the medical staff for seven hours before evicting them
from the hospital. The fighters accused the medical staff of treating terrorists (ISIS)
and actively prevented them from carrying out their duties in a nondiscriminatory
manner and in line with medical ethics.
In several documented cases, health workers suffered numerous abuses at the
hands of hospital authorities supported by specific armed groups. Between 2016 and
2017, following months of being denied payment and benefits, a group of medical
professionals working at al-Thawra Hospital in Sana’a decided to start protesting for
their rights. Doctors, nurses, midwives, medical technicians, and administrators were
arbitrarily arrested, disappeared, fired, and otherwise threatened and intimidated by
the hospital upper administration and Houthi forces – the de facto authority in the
area.
The levels of lawlessness and insecurity have also placed medical professionals and
support staff at the mercy of local armed groups. Incursions into health facilities have
contributed to the growing sense of fear and lack of safety associated with medical
facilities. On March 19, 2017, armed members affiliated with the Yemeni Popular
Resistance specifically tasked by local authorities with the protection of al-Thawra
Hospital in Taiz attempted to set up a protection racket, demanding the hospital’s
treasurer pay them a percentage of the institution’s earnings.

Members of the armed group pulled the treasurer out of his office and

physically assaulted him in front of hospital
staff and patients. Five days later, a group of
unknown gunmen forced their way into the
hospital and, in full view of health workers,
shot dead a patient who had just undergone
surgery.
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When the treasurer refused, members of the armed group pulled him out of his office
and physically assaulted him in front of hospital staff and patients. Five days later, at
the same facility, a group of unknown gunmen forced their way into the hospital and,
in full view of health workers, shot dead a patient who had just undergone surgery.
The incident led to the full evacuation of the hospital and a general strike by its staff
in protest. Thousands of patients were deprived of critical care for five days as a
result.
These incidents illustrate how medical professionals have been the victims of a
range of human rights abuses and international humanitarian law violations that
have profoundly affected their ability to provide care. Because of the warring parties’
abusive practices and the failure of authorities to protect health professionals’
independence and impartiality, many have fled areas where their services are most
needed. Prior to the latest phase of the conflict in 2014, foreign medical workers
comprised approximately 25 percent of the health workforce.77 By the middle of 2015,
95 percent of foreign medical professionals had left the country, depriving Yemenis
of nearly a quarter of the country’s desperately-needed health service providers.78
Since then, the situation has only deteriorated, with medical workers reporting
working in constant fear and instability.79

95%
of foreign medical
professionals left
Yemen
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December 12, 2017 – Intimidation and Threatening of
Hospital Staff, al-Thawra Hospital, Taiz
A harrowing armed incursion into al-Thawra Hospital occurred on December 12,
2017. That afternoon, armed elements believed to be affiliated with al-Qaeda attacked
a group of Central Security80 soldiers, loyal to the Hadi government, guarding the
Taiz University campus. Two of the injured soldiers were evacuated to al-Thawra
and were pursued by four vehicles full of armed men. The armed group shot its way
past the hospital guards, into the courtyard and, from there, into the emergency
ward. They then opened fire inside the emergency ward, threatening to execute
doctors, nurses, and other staff members if they did not reveal the whereabouts
of the two injured soldiers who were brought in earlier. A man who was visiting a
patient described the scene:

I was standing outside the intensive care unit with a number of other
visitors and we see this silver [Toyota] Landcruiser and three other
cars pull up to the main gate. There was a lot of screaming. I think
the hospital guards were trying to prevent the men from entering the
hospital’s grounds with their weapons. Moments later, we start hearing
heavy gunfire and see the hospital guards running into the courtyard.
The bullets got closer to us and we ran to the very end of the courtyard
and hid by the burn unit. The armed men entered the main building
and we kept hearing gunfire from the emergency room area for the
next 30 minutes. I have no idea what happened in there.
In the firefight that took place in the emergency ward and various hospital halls, the
hospital guards managed to repel the armed men while the injured soldiers were
moved to the intensive care unit on the first floor. Security reinforcements eventually
reached the hospital and the armed group retreated. The attack resulted in the
temporary closure of the majority of the hospital’s departments. According to a highranking hospital official, the psychological toll of the attack on the hospital’s staff
and its patients was enormous. The official referred to the attack as a “full-fledged
terrorist act,” adding that it was a “violation of all humanitarian values, religious
norms, and international laws, and a heinous war crime.”
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Other Violations Affecting Health
Care Access and Services

A nurse tends to Bassem Mohamed
Hassan, a two-year-old Yemeni boy
suffering from malnutrition, in Abs
(September 2018).
Photo: Essa Ahmed/AFP/Getty Images
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Looting and restrictions on humanitarian aid have also greatly affected the medical
system’s capacity to respond to Yemenis’ surging health needs.
On one side, the Saudi-Emirati-led coalition has severely limited imports of
medicine, fuel, humanitarian aid, and food by imposing far-reaching restrictions
on humanitarian and commercial shipping and a wide range of bureaucratic
impediments81 that have had a devastating effect on the civilian population across
Yemen, especially in areas under Houthi control. Between November and December
2017, the coalition imposed a total blockade and, in the first days, prevented all
humanitarian aid and commercial trade from entering the country.It then maintained
extreme restrictions, including preventing much aid and nearly all commercial
imports to some of the country’s most important ports, as well as humanitarian flights
to Sana’a, for a period of weeks. The Group of Eminent Experts on Yemen concluded
that naval and air restrictions imposed by the coalition and Yemeni government were
in violation of international human rights law and international humanitarian law,
including restrictions at sea and the closure of Sana’a Airport. The Group noted that
“Such acts, together with the requisite intent, may amount to international crimes.
As these restrictions are planned and implemented as the result of State policies,
individual criminal responsibility would lie at all responsible levels, including the
highest levels, of government of the member States of the coalition and Yemen.”82
Houthi forces have also imposed local sieges,83 routinely diverted aid, and confiscated
medical and humanitarian supplies. The gravity of the situation is apparent in the
recent World Food Program decision to cut general food distribution to some areas
in Houthi-controlled territory.84 This decision came after revelations of systemic
abuses of aid by Houthi authorities85 and their refusal to implement a biometrics
system intended to prevent aid fraud. WFP resumed its distribution of food in Sana’a
following a two-month stoppage after reaching an agreement with Houthi authorities
on safeguards to ensure assistance goes to those most in need.86
In addition, parties to the conflict have turned visas and permissions for internal
travel into mechanisms to control humanitarian assistance.87 Delaying or denying
the issuance of visas to humanitarian workers has become standard practice. In 2016,
it took MSF five months of “intense negotiations” to get approval for the delivery of
two trucks full of essential medical supplies into Taiz, leaving the civilian population
there to deal with extreme shortages of supplies in the meantime.88
According to a Watch List89 report, the UN verified 65 incidents of denial of
humanitarian access by parties to the conflict between July and September 2017 in
Taiz and Saada governorates.90 Mwatana has also recorded incidents of looting of
medical supplies in Taiz and al-Jawf. On July 21, 2016 armed groups affiliated with
Yemeni Popular Resistance forces raided the psychiatric hospital in Taiz and looted
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its pharmacy. In another incident on July 5, 2017, Houthi soldiers ordered a mobile
clinic to stop operating in Saada governorate, thereby suspending access to medical
care to vulnerable civilians for three months.

Al-Watan General Hospital in Harib District,
Marib governorate, was completely destroyed
after being hit by four airstrikes carried out by
the Saudi-Emirati-led coalition (April 2015).
Mwatana ©
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The intensive care unit of al-Thawra
Hospital Authority in Taiz city after it
was shelled during clashes (May 2016).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha
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Attacks on Health and
International Law
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Conflict Classification and Applicable Law
The conflict in Yemen is a non-international armed conflict in which international law
obligations arise under both treaty and customary law. The fundamental principles
of both treaty and customary law are that any and all parties to a conflict have an
obligation to minimize harm to civilians and civilian infrastructure. Medical units
have special protection. Yemen ratified the four Geneva Conventions in 1970.91 It also
ratified the two additional protocols to the Geneva Conventions in 1990.92 In 1987,
Yemen ratified the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to
War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.93 Applicable law in the context of Yemen
includes Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, Additional Protocol
(II) to the Geneva Conventions of 1977, and customary international law.
International humanitarian law is binding on both states and non-state armed groups
engaged in the conflict in Yemen. All parties to the conflict, including the government
of Yemen, Saudi-Emirati-led coalition forces, Houthi forces, and other non-state
actors must abide by the fundamental principles of distinction, proportionality, and
precaution in the conduct of hostilities.

Protections Related to Health Care under International
Humanitarian Law and Customary International Law
International humanitarian law (IHL) and customary IHL provide special protections
to certain civilian objects, including hospitals, clinics, medical centers, and similar
facilities.94 Hospitals may lose their protection from attack only if they are being
used, outside their humanitarian function, to commit “acts harmful to the enemy.”95
Even if a hospital is being used by an opposing force to commit acts harmful to the
enemy – for example, to store weapons, shelter combatants capable of fighting, or
to launch attacks – the attacking force must issue a warning to the opposing party to
cease the misuse of the medical facility, set a reasonable period of time for the misuse
to end, and attack only if and after the warning has gone unheeded.
International humanitarian law and customary IHL also requires that medical
personnel, like doctors and nurses, and those in charge of searching for, collecting,
transporting, and treating the wounded, are permitted to deliver their services
impartially and are protected.96 Punishing a person for performing medical duties
in line with medical ethics or compelling a person to engage in medical activities
contrary to medical ethics, is prohibited. Medical transportation, like ambulances,
must also be permitted to function and be protected. Like facilities, medical personnel
and transport lose their protection only if they commit acts “harmful to the enemy,”
outside their humanitarian functions.97
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International humanitarian law compels parties to a conflict to respect and protect
humanitarian relief personnel, including from harassment, intimidation, and
arbitrary detention. Parties to the conflict must allow and facilitate the rapid passage
of humanitarian aid and not arbitrarily interfere with it. They must also ensure that
humanitarian workers enjoy freedom of movement, which may only be restricted
temporarily in cases of military necessity.
Yemen – like most members of the coalition, with the exception of Jordan and Senegal
– is not a party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Nevertheless,
many of the provisions of the Rome Statute are reflected in customary international
law. Intentionally directing attacks against buildings, materials, medical units and
transport, and personnel using the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions
in conformity with international law is a war crime, as is intentionally directing
attacks against hospitals and places where the sick and wounded are collected,
provided they are not military objectives. Deliberately using the presence of civilians
to protect military forces from attack is also considered a war crime.

Protections of Health Care under International Human
Rights Law
Yemen is a signatory to core international human rights treaties,98 including the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention against Torture, and the
Convention on the Rights of the Child, all of which provide specific protections to
medical workers and to access to health services. These treaties remain in effect
in periods of armed conflict. The government of Yemen remains responsible
under the treaties in areas that fall within and outside of its effective control. De
facto authorities controlling large portions of Yemen’s territory and population
and exercising government-like functions, like the Houthi armed group, also have
obligations to respect international human rights law.99
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The Post-op Department and Operations
Department of al-Thawra Hospital
Authority, which was put out of service
as a result of shelling (June 2017).
Photo: Ahmad al-Basha
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Conclusion
The findings of our investigations indicate that, over the past four years, the
parties to the conflict in Yemen have committed and continue to commit
serious violations of international humanitarian law and to disregard the
norms that protect the sick and wounded by attacking medical facilities
and medical personnel. Parties to the conflict have damaged or destroyed
health facilities through airstrikes and shelling, occupied medical
facilities, commandeered facilities and excluded civilians from accessing
their services, and assaulted medical professionals, among other abuses.
Together, these actions violate both national and international laws as
well as basic norms of medical ethics and care for the sick and wounded.
These findings provide compelling evidence of abuses in Yemen. The
disregard for the protected status of medical facilities and personnel has
been systemic and consistent with the warring parties’ demonstrated
contempt for their international legal obligations. Since 2015, the parties
to the conflict have deployed strategies of war that flout international
protections for health care facilities and health workers in ways that
have resulted in the denial of essential health care for Yemeni civilians.
These violations have been a determining factor in the virtual collapse
of Yemen’s health system. Mwatana and Physicians for Human Rights
call upon all warring parties in the Yemeni conflict to respect the rights
and dignity of civilians in Yemen and the health workers on whom the
country’s beleaguered civilian population desperately relies.
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Al-Jumhouri Hospital in Cairo Castle,
Taiz governorate after Abu al-Abbas
Brigade fighters opened fire on the
hospital’s main gate, emergency room
and laboratories (July 2018).
Mwatana ©
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Recommendations
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To Parties to the Conflict:
•

Immediately cease unlawful attacks on medical facilities and personnel and
end occupation of medical facilities.

•

Facilitate safe, rapid, and unhindered access for humanitarian supplies and
personnel to all affected governorates in Yemen.

•

Abide by the core international humanitarian law principles of distinction,
proportionality, and precaution.

•

Comply with international humanitarian law and international human rights
law, including respecting the protection afforded to medical units and health
services and permitting health workers to fulfill their ethical responsibilities
of providing impartial care to those in need.

•

Ensure the full implementation of UN Security Council resolution 2286,
including by adopting additional practical measures to enhance the protection
of, and access to, health care, such as incorporating the protection of medical
facilities and personnel into all military training and expanded, real-time
access to a comprehensive “no-strike-list” for all active combatants.

•

Conduct prompt, full, impartial, and effective investigations into attacks
and other forms of interference with health care to ensure accountability for
perpetrators and offer redress to victims.

•

Cooperate fully with UN investigations of attacks against medical facilities
and personnel, including providing unfettered access to the UN Group of
Eminent Experts on Yemen.

•

Where possible, ensure the prompt payment of civil servant salaries,
including medical workers.

To the Houthi Armed Group:
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•

Respect the protected status of medical facilities and withdraw armed
personnel from in or around medical centers.

•

Cease using medical centers for military purposes.

•

Abide by the “no weapons” policies of hospitals and other health facilities.

•

Investigate all incidents of restricting, denying, or confiscating humanitarian
aid, and hold those responsible accountable.

“I ripped the IV out of my arm and started running”: Attacks on Health Care in Yemen

To the Yemeni Government and the Saudi-Emirati-led
Coalition:
•

Conduct credible, impartial, and transparent investigations into alleged
violations of the laws of war and appropriately prosecute military personnel
– including as a matter of command responsibility – responsible for war
crimes in Yemen.

•

Provide prompt and adequate redress for civilian victims and their families
for deaths, injuries, and property damage resulting from wrongful attacks,
and adopt a unified, comprehensive and easily accessible mechanism for
providing ex gratia (condolence) payments to civilians who suffer losses due
to military operations, regardless of the attack’s lawfulness.

•

Establish a specialized oversight body to monitor compliance by coalition
forces with operational rules in place for the protection of medical care and
other protected structures.

To Canada, France, the United Kingdom, the United
States and Other States Supplying Weapons to the
Saudi-Emirati-led Coalition:
•

Immediately cease the sale or transfer of weapons to members of the
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition contingent upon full respect for international
humanitarian and human rights law in coalition operations in Yemen, and
comprehensive efforts toward effective accountability for all alleged crimes
and violations committed throughout the conflict.

To Iran:
•

Immediately cease the sale or transfer of weapons to the Houthi armed
group.

To UN Member States:
•

Support efforts to cease hostilities, reach a sustainable and inclusive peace,
and ensure accountability for serious violations and crimes.

•

Maintain financial, political, and diplomatic support for efforts to document
violations of international human rights and international humanitarian law
and principles, with insistence on justice and accountability for possible war
crimes, and civilian redress.
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“I ripped the IV out of my arm and started running”: Attacks on Health Care in Yemen

To the UN Human Rights Council:
•

Support the Group of Eminent Experts on Yemen to investigate, collect, and
preserve evidence and clarify responsibility for alleged serious violations and
abuses and related crimes, with an aim toward ensuring full accountability
for perpetrators and justice for victims.

To the UN Security Council:
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•

Formally adopt the Secretary-General’s 2016 recommendations toward
implementation of resolution 2286 and urge member states to abide by the
recommendations.

•

Use tools at the Council’s disposal, including the imposition of sanctions
on persons or entities responsible for attacks on health, where appropriate
under existing authorities, to push for the full and unimpeded delivery of
humanitarian aid, and to support a political process as the only meaningful
way of bringing an end to the conflict.

•

Emphasize the human rights dimensions of the conflict in Yemen and ensure
that there will be no impunity for the most serious crimes.

•

Direct the Secretary-General to publish a complete and accurate list of
perpetrators in the annual report on children and armed conflict, holding all
of them to the same standard.

Annex:
Summary of Documented
Attacks on Health Facilities
Statistics Center of Al-Thawra Hospital in Al-Huk district, AlHudaydah, after being shelled (August 2018).
Mwatana ©

Aerial Attacks on Health Facilities
April 1, 2015 – Khamis Marran Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft carried out one airstrike on the health unit in
Khamis Marran, Haidan district, completely destroying the facility.
April 26, 2015 – al-Watan General Hospital – Marib Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft carried out four airstrikes on al-Watan General
Hospital, completely destroying the facility.
April 28, 2015 – al-Qafla Hospital – Amran Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft carried out an airstrike on al-Qafla Hospital
following the bombing of a nearby government compound and civilian residence.
The attack wounded four civilians.
May 7, 2015 – Burkan Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft bombed the Burkan Health Center in Razih
district, destroying the building’s doors, windows, and outer wall. The center was
closed at the time of the attack and no casualties were reported.
May 29, 2015 - Ghadran Health Center - Sana’a
Houthis occupied Ghadran Health Center in Sana’a which was still under construction.
This occupation led to the targeting the center by the Saudi-Led Coalition aircraft.
The attack killed eight people including a child and injured thirteen others.
May 30, 2015 – al-Saqeen General Hospital – Saada Governorate
Al-Saqeen Hospital was occupied by Houthis in 2009. They looted its equipment
and transformed the physician’s residence into a military base. The hospital only
provided services to injured fighters affiliated with the group. On May 30, 2015,
coalition aircraft carried out two airstrikes on the hospital, severely damaging it.
Mid 2015 – al-Azzad Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft carried out an airstrike on al-Azzad health unit
in Razih district, severely damaging it. The attack put the facility out of service.
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June 14, 2015 – Beir Nasser Health Center – Lahj Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft dropped multiple bombs on the center, which
was occupied by Houthi forces for use as a military base at the time of the attack.
July 1, 2015 – al-Nazir Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft struck al-Nazir Health Unit in Razih district once,
which led to the complete destruction of the health unit and injured one civilian.
July 9, 2015 – al-Waht Hospital – Lahj Governorate
Coalition aircraft attacked al-Waht Hospital, which was occupied by Houthi fighters
and used as a military base at the time. The airstrike attack caused severe damage to
the facility
July 10, 2015 – Ghout Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked al-Salam High School twice on July
10. The attack impacted the Ghout health center in Saqeen district. The center’s
windows, doors, and equipment were destroyed in the attack, which put the center
out of service for a year.
July 12, 2015 – Baqem Rural Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked Baqem Rural Hospital, severely
damaging the facility and its equipment.
July 13, 2015 – al-Zaher Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft struck al-Zaher Rural Hospital about three times
in an attack. The attack resulted in the complete destruction of the hospital.
August 7, 2015 – Malaria Control Unit – al-Hudaydah Governorate
Houthis occupied the malaria control unit in Hess district. Coalition forces attacked
the hospital at 8 a.m. Everyone in the unit was killed, including the entire medical
staff, three civilians, and a hospital guard. The victims’ bodies were unidentifiable
and buried under the debris.
August 17, 2015 – Bir Zied Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft hit Bir Zeid Health Unit in Ketaf al-Boqa’a district
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with two bombs. The attack led to the complete destruction of the facility. Prior to
the attack, the unit was suspended because of its dangerous location adjacent to the
Saudi-Yemeni border.
September 2, 2015 – Ketaf Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft struck the health center in Ketaf al-Boqa’a
district. The attack partially destroyed the center and the area surrounding it.
September 2, 2015 – al-Atfain Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft struck al-Atfain health center in Ketaf Al Boqa’a
district. The attack killed two people and damaged the center and staff residence.
September 4, 2015 – al-Karama Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft dropped two bombs on the hospital. The attack
heavily damaged the hospital building, putting it out of service. A civilian was killed
in the attack.
September 8, 2015 – Ghafrah Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft bombed the health unit in Ghafrah, al-Zahir
district. The attack completely destroyed the health unit, leaving the area without a
health facility.
September 19, 2015 – al-Nazir Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked the only health center in al-Nazir
district. The center was completely destroyed, leaving the area without a health
facility.
September 19, 2015 – al-Maqna’a Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft damaged al-Maqna’a health unit in Monbh
district. The attack appears to have been aimed at a Houthi official’s home, and not
at the health unit directly, but as the attack was in close proximity to the unit, the
unit was partially destroyed. A medical worker was killed by shrapnel to his neck.
The health unit reopened seven months after the attack.
October 27, 2015 – Haidan Rural Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft hit Haidan Rural Hospital, managed by MSF,
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with two airstrikes. Two people were wounded.
January 12, 2016 – al-Qeid Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft dropped a munition that landed 200 meters
away from the health unit in Razih district. The attack led to a temporary suspension
of services out of fear of another attack.
January 18, 2016 – Ketaf Rural Hospital– Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked Ketaf Rural Hospital in Ketaf al-Boqa’a
district. The attack led to a temporary suspension of services. The hospital was then
rehabilitated by UNICEF.
February 4, 2016 – al-Abu Jabara Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked al-Abu Jabara health center in Ketaf
al-Boqa’a district, which was almost completely destroyed. The center suspended
services following the attack because of the heightened danger of attacks at the time.
February 24, 2016 – al-Ghail Health Center – al-Jawf Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft dropped three munitions on the health center.
At the time, Houthis were occupying the center and using it as a military center. The
attack partially destroyed the building.
February 27, 2016 – al-Abdel Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft struck al-Abdel health center in Kattaber district,
partially destroying it.
August 15, 2016 – Abs Governmental Hospital – Hajjah Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft bombed the hospital courtyard. The attack
injured more than 24 people and killed 19, including five children. According to
hospital staff members interviewed by Mwatana, those injured included two nurses,
one physician, a technician, and a hospital guard.
October 1, 2016 – Baqem Rural Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked Baqem Rural Hospital for the second
time, inflicting further damage on the facility.
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January 30, 2017 – Ibn Huwaidi Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked the health center in Ibn Huwaidi, Ketaf
al-Boqa’a district. The attack caused near-total destruction of the center, specifically
the emergency room.
March 15, 2017 – Baqem Rural Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked Baqem Rural Hospital. The facility had
already been out of service following two previous attacks by coalition forces.
June 3, 2017 – Qahzeh Health Center – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked Jabal Qahzeh, a brigade military camp
controlled by Houthis less than 500 meters away from the health center. The attack
damaged the eastern and northern parts of the hospital.
November 27, 2017 – al-Maqna’a Health Unit – Saada Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft attacked al-Maqna’a health unit in Monbh
district. The center was nearly completely destroyed in the attack.
April 27, 2018 – Blood Bank at al-Sabeen Hospital – Amanat al-Asimah
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft bombed the blood bank at al-Sabeen Hospital.
While the ordnance that coalition aircraft dropped did not explode, they penetrated
the building causing severe damage to the center and to its equipment. Following
the attack, the center was closed for a month for restoration and acquisition of
alternative medical equipment.
June 11, 2018 – Cholera Center – Hajjah Governorate
Saudi-Emirati-led coalition aircraft hit the cholera center in Abes district with an
airstrike that completely destroyed the center.
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Ground-Launched Attacks on Health Facilities
April 26, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A mortar shell landed on the intensive care unit. A patient was killed, many others
were wounded, and medical equipment was heavily damaged. The attack came from
a Houthi-Saleh controlled area.
June 16, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Eight shells landed on the hospital. The attack came from an area under the control
of Houthis-Saleh forces. The doctors’ residence was also attacked. The head of the
emergency wing was injured.
June 17, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A sniper in the area controlled by Houthis and pro-Saleh forces shot a member of the
hospital administrative staff in the leg.
June 20, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Two shells landed on the burn center and surgical unit, fired from territory controlled
by Houthi-Saleh forces.
June 21, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Three shells landed on the emergency room, maternity wing, and burn center. The
shells were launched from Houthi-Saleh-controlled areas.
June 24, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the building housing the doctors’ residence. The attack came from
an area where Houthi-Saleh armed personnel were based.
June 27, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Four shells landed on the doctors’ residence, emergency room, burn center, and
morgue. These shells came from the area where Houthi-Saleh forces were based.
June 29, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Two shells landed on the internal medicine department and gynecology surgery
department.
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June 30, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed in front of the burn center. The attack destroyed the department’s
water pipe system. The shell was fired from an area controlled by Houthis-Saleh
forces.
July 5, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the burn unit. The shell was fired from a Houthi-Saleh-controlled
area.
July 17, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell fired from Houthi-Saleh-controlled territory landed on the burn unit,
damaging the unit’s windows.
July 20, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell fired from an unknown location landed on the resuscitation department.
July 21, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A sniper in a Houthi-Saleh-controlled area shot a sanitation worker at the hospital
in the hand and face. A shell landed on the main surgical department, causing major
damage. It came from a Houthi-Saleh-controlled area.
August 6, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the hospital’s administrative office. The shell was fired from
Houthi-Saleh controlled area.
August 8, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
At about 1:50 a.m., Houthi-Saleh forces fired two rockets toward al-Thawra
Hospital’s courtyard. The attack impacted the hemodialysis center and injured
a civilian. Around 7:00 p.m., Houthi-Saleh forces fired two additional rockets at
the hospital. The attack destroyed the hospital’s department of internal medicine,
medical supplies, and the building’s windows.
August 14, 2015 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces launched a shell on the hospital courtyard. The attack injured
two people who were in the courtyard at the time.
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August 16, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthis and pro-Saleh forces fired two mortar shells inside the hospital, which
landed on the emergency room and injured a member of the medical staff. A shell
landed on the hospital courtyard. A nurse was injured by shrapnel.
August 17, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell, which came from the direction of the Republican Palace, controlled by the
Houthi-Saleh armed group,100 landed in front of the artificial kidney center. Two
patients were injured in the attack.
August 18, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the internal medicine department. The attack came from al-Salal
mount in al-Howban area under the control of Houthi-Saleh forces.
August 18, 2015 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a projectile at the hospital’s courtyard near the dialysis
center.
August 19, 2015 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthis and the pro-Saleh armed group fired two mortar shells consecutively at the
hospital.
August 19, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
More than 15 shells landed on the hospital, impacting the majority of the hospital’s
departments. The shells were fired from an area controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
August 20, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
More than seven shells landed on the hospital and doctors’ residence. The attacks
caused considerable damage to the buildings. The shells were fired from an area
controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.

August 21, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Five shells landed on the doctors’ residence. The attack damaged water pipes, water
tanks, and operating rooms. The shells came from territory controlled by HouthiSaleh forces.
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August 22, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Eight shells landed on the surgical department. The shells came from territory
controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
October 1, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Three shells landed on the hospital. Four administrative staff and four visitors were
injured in the attack. The shells came from territory controlled by Houthi-Saleh
forces.
October 4, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the doctors’ residence. The attack also damaged a pharmacy in the
building. The shell came from territory controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
October 18, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the doctors’ residence. The shell came from territory controlled by
Houthi-Saleh forces.
October 25, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell fired from Houthi-Saleh-controlled territory landed on the gynecology
surgery department and operating rooms.
November 11, 2015 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Three shells landed on the artificial kidney center, nephrology department, and in
front of the hospital’s main entrance. One medical worker and eight civilians were
injured. The shells came from territory controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
December 28, 2015 – al-Rawda Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A mortar shell landed on the hospital. It impacted the diesel tanks on the roof of
the building. The tanks leaked out completely. The mortar shell came from territory
controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
January 2, 2016 – al-Rawda Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A shell landed on the hospital, shattering windows. The shell came from territory
controlled by Houthi-Saleh forces.
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January 10, 2016 – Razih Rural Hospital – Saada Governorate
The hospital, managed by MSF, was targeted by a missile from the Saudi border. The
attack killed five people, wounded six others, and destroyed the hospital. MSF said
that it had informed the coalition of the hospital’s location and coordinates.
January 16, 2016 – al-Hafez Dispensary – Taiz Governorate
Two missiles were fired from the Houthi-Saleh controlled area of al-Hoban. The first
missile landed a meter away from the clinic. A few minutes later, the other missile
landed three to four meters away from the first one. The clinic’s security guard was
wounded, as were other civilians. The attack shattered all the clinic’s windows and
damaged the water tanks.
January 20, 2016 – al-Rawda Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A missile was fired at the hospital by an unknown group. The attack injured civilians,
damaged hospital property, and put several of the hospital buildings out of service.
February 3, 2016 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh armed group fired an artillery shell at the hospital’s maternity ward.
The attack destroyed the building’s window and left a hole in the outer wall.
March 15, 2016 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired an artillery shell at the hospital. The hospital was out of
service at the time of the attack.
April 3, 2016 – Ma’rib General Hospital – Ma’rib Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a rocket-propelled grenade at the presidential palace,
where government leaders were meeting. They fired a second grenade directly at
the hospital located near the presidential palace. Twelve people were injured in the
attack.
November 25, 2016 – Military Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired an artillery shell at the hospital’s hemodialysis wing,
burning equipment and supplies. The hospital was under the control of anti-Houthi
resistance forces. The first shell was followed by several rounds that destroyed
several other departments in the hospital.
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March 10, 2017 – Military Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired an artillery shell at the hospital. The attack hit the
laboratory and emergency wing. The attack destroyed the building and caused the
suspension of hospital’s services.
May 13, 2017 – Military Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a shell at the hospital’s main building, which houses its
surgical wing. The hospital remained open despite having to shut down its surgical
wing. The hospital’s mosque was also destroyed.
June 14, 2017 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a shell at the hospital’s intensive care unit. The unit’s
windows and water supply system were damaged. The hospital’s main electricity
generator was destroyed in the attack, which led to the suspension of services.
June 14, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a mortar shell at the hospital’s hemodialysis wing. The
attack destroyed eight water tanks, leaving just one functioning tank. They later fired
another shell that impacted the wall surrounding the hospital.
October 16, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces fired a shell at the hospital’s maternity wing. The second shell
was fired at the burns unit, injuring one patient.
August 16, 2018 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthis fired a rocket at the hospital’s emergency room. The hospital, located in an
area controlled by Abu al-Abbas fighters, had been under frequent attack. The attack
injured three people in the hospital.
August 2, 2018 - Al Thawra Hospital – Al Hudaydah
Al Thawra Hospital in Al Hudaydah Governorate was targeted by three mortar
shells. The first landed on the eastern gate of the hospital and the second landed on
the hospital Archive Department, while the third one landed 200 meters way from
the hospital entrance. As a result of the attack, four women and one child were killed,
and six adults and one child were wounded.
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Occupation of Medical Facilities
July 10, 2011 – al-Ghail Health Center – al-Jawf Governorate
The Houthi armed group occupied the health center and used it to treat their fighters.
They prevented local residents from accessing the health center for treatment. On
February 24, 2016, coalition aircraft bombed the health center.
March 25, 2015 – Beir Nasser Health Center – Lahj Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces occupied the health center and used it as a military base.
April 11, 2015 – al-Waht Hospital – Lahj Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces occupied al-Wahtt Hospital and converted into a military base.
April 28, 2015 – Aboud Military Hospital – Aden Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces occupied the hospital and transformed it into a military base
and weapons storage facility. They prevented patients from receiving treatment and
medical personnel from providing services. Disruption of the hemodialysis center’s
operations led to several deaths.
May 29, 2015 – Ghadran Health Center – Sana’a Governorate
Coalition aircraft struck the health center. At the time, the center was under
construction, and Houthis were using it as a military base, making it vulnerable to
attack. Some people in the area warned Houthis through social media that the center
would be attacked if they did not leave, but they refused to vacate it. The attack killed
eight people, including one child, and injured 14 others.
May 30, 2015 – Saqeen General Hospital – Saada Governorate
Saqeen Hospital was occupied by the Houthis in 2009. On May 30, 2015 the facility
was bombed by coalition forces. Houthis looted its equipment and transformed the
physicians’ residence into a military base. The hospital only provided services to
injured fighters affiliated with the group.
August 7, 2015 – Malaria Control Unit – al-Hudaydah Governorate
Houthis occupied the malaria control unit in Hess district. Coalition forces carried
out an airstrike on the hospital at 8 a.m. Everyone in the unit was killed, including
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the entire medical staff, three civilians, and a hospital guard. The victims’ bodies
were unidentifiable and buried under the debris.
December 2, 2017 – Abd al-Qader al-Mutawakel Hospital – Amanat alAsimah
After the breakdown of their alliance in late 2017, pro-Saleh forces and Houthi
fighters fought in al-Wahda district. Medical staff and patients were trapped in the
hospital. After bargaining with the Houthis, the medical staff managed to evacuate
everyone from the building and shut down the hospital. Houthis demanded the staff
allow them access to the building. When the staff refused, they forcibly entered the
building and placed their snipers on the roof.
August 8, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas Brigades occupied the hospital. They assaulted the security guards,
confiscated their weapons, and ordered them to leave the hospital. The forces looted
the hospital and transformed it into a military base untill August 11.
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Assaults on Medical Professionals
April 11, 2015 – al-Wahat Hospital – Lahj Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces forced their way into the hospital. They harassed the medical
staff for seven hours before removing them from the hospital. Houthi-Saleh fighters
accused the medical staff of treating ISIS members and being members themselves.
They actively prevented the staff from carrying out their duties.
July 9, 2015 – Bureihi Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthi-Saleh forces attacked the hospital and assaulted several employees, including
the director. They demanded to watch and make a copy of a security tape.
March 20, 2016 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A car with al-Qaeda fighters entered the hospital grounds. The men forcibly entered
the hospital in search of two doctors from the hospital. They could not find the
doctors they were searching for and proceeded to abduct two other doctors.
April 27, 2016 – Muzaffar Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Two unidentified men entered the hospital and accused the staff of stealing the
hospital’s medical supplies. They broke windows, destroyed equipment, and shot at
hospital security guards for refusing to cooperate.
February 8, 2017 – al-Thawra General Hospital – Amanat al-Asimah
After hospital staff members participated in strikes and protests over the nonpayment of salaries for several months, Houthi forces abducted, arbitrarily arrested,
and concealed the whereabouts of staff members. Later, the Houthis referred some
staff members for prosecution, dismissed or suspended them from work, pulled
their syndicate memberships, or arbitrarily transferred them to different medical
departments.
March 5 2017 – Military Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Al-Qaeda fighters opened fire at a doctor’s car and forced the vehicle to stop. One
of the passengers in the car attempted to escape. The fighters shot at him. They
abducted and assaulted the doctor and confiscated the car. The doctor reported that
he received threats on a regular basis even after they released him.
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March 8, 2017 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Al-Qaeda fighters invaded al-Jumhouri Hospital. They informed the administration
that some hospital staff members needed to report to the al-Qaeda court.
March 19, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
A number of the hospital’s security guards affiliated with the Hassem Brigades101
entered the hospital and demanded money from the hospital accountant. When he
refused, they dragged him out of his office and physically assaulted him.
March 24, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Two unidentified fighters entered the hospital’s intensive care unit. They approached
a patient recovering from chest surgery and fired three shots directly at the patient’s
chest, killing him. After the incident, the hospital was evacuated, and the medical
staff went on strike.
April 2, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Hospital security guards affiliated with the Hassem Brigades invaded the hospital
and stationed fighters on the roof and at all the entrances. They demanded the staff
replace the current security force. This incident followed repeated attacks on hospital
staff. The armed men opened fire at the staff who were refusing their demands.
April 4, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Armed men entered the hospital and threatened staff refusing to allow them to leave
for about half an hour.
May 28, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
The Hassem Brigades, previously in charge of guarding the hospital, shot at the
hospital entrance and security guards, injuring one of the guards and two patients.
June 4, 2017 – al-Houta Hospital – Lahj Governorate
Two armed men affiliated with the UAE-backed Security Belt Forces102 entered the
hospital and had an argument with the security guards. The confrontation escalated
into a fight. The Security Belt fighters demanded to enter the hospital director’s
office. They then threatened to physically harm the director.
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June 20, 2017 – al-Naqeeb Hospital – Aden Governorate
Two fighters affiliated with the UAE-backed Security Belt Forces entered a hospital
with an injured fighter and took him into the intensive care unit, demanding
treatment. The doctor asked them to leave, as the unit needs to remain sterile for
patients’ safety. The soldiers refused and physically assaulted him in the room.
November 20, 2017 – al-Razi Hospital – Abyan Governorate
Three hospital guards affiliated with the UAE-backed Security Belt Forces attacked
the department director of the hospital during his night shift. The guards demanded
to enter the department. When the director refused because it was the middle of the
night, they physically assaulted him.
December 12, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Fighters affiliated with the Abu al-Abbas Brigades103 attacked the hospital, opening
fire on the hospital guards. They entered the emergency room and threatened the
medical staff, continuing to fire shots inside the hospital. The fighters were searching
for members of the Special Security Forces who had been taken to the hospital after
being attacked by the Abu al-Abbas Brigades.
May 6, 2018 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Fighters affiliated with the Popular Resistance forces invaded the hospital. They
abducted a patient from the emergency room and attempted to kill another patient.
The fighters prevented medical staff from doing their jobs. A patient who was
undergoing surgery at the time bled to death as a result of the disruption.
May 20, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas fighters and another, unidentified armed group were fighting for
control of territory. The groups fired at the hospital using various types of weapons.
They were searching for two injured Abu al-Abbas members who had been taken to
the hospital for treatment. The attack destroyed the building and forced it to shut
down.
June 9, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Al-Qaeda fighters and the League Brigade clashed,104 impacting the hospital. The
League did a security sweep in search of a number of wanted al-Qaeda members.
During the sweep, the League’s commander was shot. League Brigade fighters
entered the hospital and demanded the commander be treated, taking control of the
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hospital while the commander was taken to the emergency room. Al-Qaeda gunmen
opened fire on the hospital. The incident damaged the hospital and put it out of
service after all its staff and patients evacuated.
July 12, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas Brigade fighters opened fire on the hospital’s main gate, emergency
room, and laboratories. The attack destroyed the building and injured one of the
security guards stationed at the gate. The hospital resumed operation two days after
the attack. The laboratory, which was completely destroyed, was moved to another
building.
August 12, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas Brigade fighters forcibly entered the hospital and opened fire on the
hospital guards. The gunmen were seeking to recruit military reinforcements from
the hospital’s security forces. Armed with two tanks, the fighters surrounded the
hospital and opened fire from all directions. This attack killed two (one security
guard, one civilian), and wounded three.
August 15, 2018 – al-Jumhouri Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas Brigade fighters attacked the hospital twice and continued to shoot at
the hospital, three days after a similar attack on the hospital by the same group.
October 1, 2018 – al-Nasr Hospital – al-Dhala’a Governorate
A group of unidentified armed fighters attacked the MSF-affiliated physicians’
residence. The men had reportedly wanted to work as security guards at the hospital
but had been rejected and were retaliating.
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Other Violations Affecting Health Access and Services
July 21, 2016 – Psychiatric Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Armed fighters affiliated with the Popular Resistance forces forcibly entered the
hospital and looted its pharmacy.
October 1, 2016 – al-Ghail Health Center – al-Jawf Governorate
Popular Resistance forces entered the hospital and looted its equipment and
machines.
October 9, 2016 – al-Matoun Health Center – al-Jawf Governorate
Houthis looted the center’s medical equipment and machines.
April 17, 2017 – al-Thawra Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Houthis and pro-Saleh forces confiscated medical equipment intended for al-Thawra
Hospital at a checkpoint. The equipment belonged to the hospital’s dialysis center
and had been authorized by the authorities.
June 6, 2017 – al-Barihi Hospital – Taiz Governorate
Abu al-Abbas brigades carried out an armed attack on the hospital. They demanded
the hospital turn over an injured man accused of murder. The attack forced the
hospital to shut down for three hours.
July 5, 2017 – Mobile Clinic – Saada Governorate
A mobile clinic team was stopped at Ketaf Rural Hospital. The new Houthi directorate
supervisor had issued an order to shut down mobile clinics in all districts. The clinic’s
services were suspended for three months.
June 30, 2018 – al-Thawra Hospital – Ibb Governorate
A heavily armed Houthi fighter was walking through the hospital. He dropped a
hand grenade that went off, injuring 11 people in the building.
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